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Singularity Energy
Singularity is a SaaS platform providing data-driven decarbonization for utilities and their customers
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Why Singularity: 

Team with strong academic, tech and business experience

Top tier network of investors, partners, and customers

Proven Technology

8-14% EV carbon reduction via 
load shifting

Battery co-optimization for cost and 
carbon yields equivalent cost savings 
and 18MT carbon reduction



Market validation
Our customers cover the full grid decarbonization value chain
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Transmission

Historical, projected, near-real-time 
emissions tracking

Distribution Service Providers/
End Users

Carbon flows for system planning & 
optimization

Residential real-time 
and forecasted grid 
carbon intensity 

Projected carbon fine 
risks and mitigation 
options

Battery control 
co-optimized for cost 
and carbon



Singularity Energy
We participated in Incubate Energy Labs to explore two new utility product offerings
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#1: Carbon Intensity Dashboard #2: Carbon Flow 

Carbon footprint tracking, forecasting, and 
decarbonization planning for C&I Customers

Distribution-level carbon flow tracing for utilities to 
develop next-gen planning and decarbonization 

programs



Pilot product #1: Carbon Intensity Dashboard
Aid utilities in engaging with customers and help them achieve their decarbonization goals
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SCENARIO PLANNINGTRACKING AND REPORTING CONTROL AND OPTIMIZATION

▪ Historical, real-time, forecasted 
carbon intensity (regional or 
utility-specific)

▪ Customer carbon footprint

○ Real-time monitoring or 
monthly reports

▪ Measure progress against 
voluntary or compliance targets

▪ Cost and carbon ‘co-optimization’ 
engine

▪ Forecast and evaluate impact of 
decarbonization interventions 
including:

○ Retrofits

○ Load shifting

○ Green tariffs

○ Carbon offset purchases

▪ Display multiple loads / 
sub-metered information

▪ Carbon and cost co-optimized 
controls for EVs, storage, and 
other DERs



DEVELOP A GRANULAR SOURCE OF TRUTH FOR EMISSIONS

▪ Use power flow analysis and system topology to map 
emissions down to the individual load level

▪ Power system = water piping system

▪ Power flows = water flows

▪ Adding carbon to power flows = adding particles to 
water flows

Pilot product #2: Carbon Flow
Add a “carbon lens” to power systems
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ENABLE A MULTITUDE OF USE CASES

▪ Intuitive tracking of carbon in the system and 
decarbonization progress

▪ Reporting using the local carbon picture with the best 
resolution

▪ Real-time pricing or load shaping

▪ Targeted decarbonization control strategies with 
direct, local impact

▪ Carbon-aware infrastructure planning and investment



Pilot design
Carbon Intensity Dashboard
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June
- Scoped project from kick-off in June through Demo Day in October.
- Started the process of prioritizing features for a carbon intensity 

dashboard prototype.
July

- Working alongside each utility, prioritized features for the prototype 
which would resonate internally and with end customers.

- Determined priority customers for engagement (eg large universities). 
August

- Utilities reviewed prototypes and provided feedback on further 
feature development; team iterated upon the prototype dashboard.

- Utilities began conversations with potential end-customers. 
September

- Singularity performed additional interviews with utilities to confirm needs.
- Utilities identified end-customers for partnership.

October
- Singularity ingested customer/utility data into the dashboard.
- Teams begin using dashboards and soliciting feedback. 

Overarching goal of 
these pilots:

Determine which 
features of the 
carbon intensity 
dashboard resonate 
with utilities’ end 
customers.



Learnings and results of the Xcel pilot

1. Interviewed 8 members of Xcel team across Innovation, Product, 
Account Management and Customer Insights to determine C&I 
customer needs and fit within Xcel.

2. Incorporated Xcel specific interventions into the scenario 
planning module, including lighting rebates, rooftop solar, and 
on-site batteries.

3. Ingested historical Xcel customer usage data and representative 
Xcel carbon intensity data.

Singularity + Xcel results
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Xcel’s carbon intensity dashboard
Based on utility-specific carbon intensity data for 
forward-looking projections

“Business customers ask for assistance with GHG goal identification and sustainability planning. Many see the need, but lack the resources to develop a 
carbon inventory or a plan to limit carbon in their operations. Xcel is developing and evaluating tools that not only provide the footprint, but also potential 
interventions.”

Gary Ambach, Consultant for Xcel Energy

Next steps

- Onboard 2-3 Xcel customers onto the platform and gather user 
feedback.

Successfully demonstrated the carbon intensity dashboard with Xcel data



Singularity + NYPA results
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Launched with NYPA building data to demonstrate platform 

Learnings and results of the NYPA pilot

1. Teamed with NYPA to research the differences between real-time 
and average accounting, the carbon intensity of various parts of 
the NYPA territory, and optimizing battery storage for climate 
signals.

2. Successfully launched the carbon intensity dashboard with data 
from a NYPA-owned building to show potential and iterate 
quickly.

NYPA’s carbon intensity dashboard 
Based on NYISO carbon intensity data

“It is difficult for our customers to accurately forecast how an investment in on-site battery storage or energy efficiency would impact their carbon 
footprint. We are looking for ways to provide that specific, actionable data to our customers.”

            Guy Silker, Director Integrated Grid at NYPA

Next steps

- Package research questions and deliver video walkthrough of 
platform to NYPA.



Learnings and results of the Ameren pilot

1. Interviewed 6 members of the Ameren team across Economic 
Development, Sustainability, Key Accounts and Environmental 
Services.

2. Partnered with one of Ameren’s largest customers, Washington 
University in St. Louis, to accurately inform future 
decarbonization activities on their campus. 

3. Setting up a direct API-enabled data pipeline with the University. 

Singularity + Ameren results
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Ameren’s carbon intensity dashboard 
To be based on MISO carbon intensity data

 “We are excited about our partnership with Singularity because we want the best emissions data out there. Not only to present an accurate picture of 
emissions from various campus activities today, but also to plan the most impactful decarbonization investments for the future.”

         Phil Valko, Assistant Vice Chancellor for Sustainability, Washington University in St. Louis

Next steps

- Integrate live data feed from Washington University in St. Louis 
and observe user engagement with platform.

Aiding one of Ameren’s largest customers in planning future decarbonization investments



Singularity + SCE pilot design
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Carbon Flow pilot partnering with SCE and Teamix will extend into 2023

Research Goals

Milestones

Success criteria

● Demonstrate carbon flow concept on a selected portion of SCE’s distribution system.

● Proof-of-concept for partnership with TeMIX and investigation into combining real-time 
carbon intensity with a real-time pricing signal.

● Substation/circuit selection and data transfer

● Power flow and carbon flow analysis

● Final milestone: Demonstration of carbon flow on SCE substation and plan for integration 
into TeMIX real-time pricing pilot

● Carbon flow accounting by feeder

● Determination of suitable output for TeMIX platform

● Additional market-design learnings (appropriate carbon pricing mechanisms, etc.)



Thank You
For more information contact:
Wenbo Shi
wenbos@singularity.energy

Karl Breustedt
karl.breustedt@singularity.energy


